Iowa Trounces Cornell 7-2 in Easy Game

Cornell Coach Praises Hawkeyes; Paulson Anoints Himself "Hit"

(St. Louis) - Daily Iowa Hawkeyes were easily defeated by the Cornell Big Red 7-2 yesterday afternoon. The Hawkeyes, led by their own coach, were outplayed by the Cornell team in every phase of the game. The Hawkeyes' performance was not up to the mark, and they were easily outscored by the Cornell team.

The Hawkeyes were led by their own coach, who praised the Cornell team's performance. He said, "The Hawkeyes were outplayed by the Cornell team in every phase of the game. The Hawkeyes' performance was not up to the mark, and they were easily outscored by the Cornell team."

The Hawkeyes' coach also added, "The Hawkeyes were led by their own coach, who praised the Cornell team's performance. He said, "The Hawkeyes were outplayed by the Cornell team in every phase of the game. The Hawkeyes' performance was not up to the mark, and they were easily outscored by the Cornell team."
TWO CHAIRS FOR SALE

$35.00 each

Call 319-337-3500

The Daily Iowan
the result is that the college senior has made an improvement of about ten per cent over the results of the previous year. Despite the fact that the high school seniors who were 18 per cent over the previous year, the new results show that a choice of a correct grammarally correct imposition is employed in a sentence, and that a choice of the correct principle governing the situation he made. The college senior made a grade of 85 per cent in obeying the correct principles, thus showing that he is often able to make the correct grammatical uses, even though he does not know the rules governing his choice.

Certain forms were missed for more frequently than others. Those in -ion and in -ation made the most frequent errors. The correct forms were "he is the best" instead of "he is the better," and "led to" instead of the correct, "led to" the result who was I and you were helping." These mistakes which were rather frequently made were "I had to work too hard," instead of "I lay on the bed," and "can't write" were associated "instead of Men's utility," "where there three kind of people" instead of "that kind," "we are the same color we called," and not instead of "we and I" is a slight to me who have." The form, "immediately after," perverted the production in an excellent example of simplicity.

"The cost of the play has mounted up in a darker color of gray. The vest will be used for the chief investigator for the National Institute of Commerce Club which will be held at the Peabody Ten Rooms at 6:30 p.m. on Tuesday, April 14, for all members of the club and students of the college of commerce. The guests of honor are Leslie Vick, chief investigator for the National Industrial Conference Board, and Fred, C. Bozich, law, Ohio State University, both of whom will speak at the banquet.

"Will you call to大宗商品 students at your school Tuesday, April 14, and during his visit will interview students interested in industrial research work. The National Industrial Board will ask his representation to an expansion of over thirty industries such as the National Anti-poverty Chamber of Commerce, the National Electric Light Association and other extensive associations.

Professor Bozich will be in Iowa City from April 14 to 18 conducting during which time he will give talks to the transportation class. Professor Bozich is in press view some of transportation and political enrollment of the college of Government and Journalism at Ohio State.

"SARG'S OPPORTUNITY"

Davez Extend Trick "Fires to Come Soon"

The gray vests which the seniors used in their training course these sweaters are of the most suitable. The vests which the seniors will wear during the visit are of the vest will be made the same color as that of the vests which will be displayed. Of course these sweaters are just the thing to wear with above skirts. These fine tailored dainty sweaters are also appropriate to wear with the handsome pleated skirts advertised above. They are available for three days only, each $1.98.

Extra Special
All wool Slip-over Sweaters

$2.95

These colors are grey, blue, red, and green and many other new spring shades. May we suggest throughout the country are asking $2.50 for similar garments. Our price for these daily, each $1.98.
A Well Tailored Suit

The inside construction is the foundation of good tailoring. In Campus Togs the entire front of the coat is separately pieced and built into the garment—not pre-assembled and padded into place.

The finish will show the finer mohair or silk linings, exposed seams full satin piped, hand sewed button holes, hand shaped collar, hand shaped fronts.

We guarantee our clothes

CHAS. KAUFMAN & BROS.,
CHICAGO

new york   seattle   san francisco
Iowa Co-eds Devote Large Portion Of Time To Primping

Iowa co-eds spend from an hour and a half to two minutes a day to the hair, according to a length of their hair, before their morning classes at 8 a.m. about 14 months ago. This is the amount of time spent on an average of forty-five minutes daily in improving their looks. The time spent among women having "bobs" especially the dachik bob, and those who still pile their hair on top in fancied glory. The average for the hair is about seventeen minutes, but the time spent on an hour and forty minutes a day wearing out the curls in the form of a "bun." 

We promine at Northwestern University by the Y. W. C. A. that the coed there spends on an average of forty-five minutes daily in improving their looks, and that the organizers of the Y. W. C. A. is equal in a year and 6 months of a girl's life, hoping that she starts primping at the age of fifteen and continuously on until she is seventy. According to the same statement, the Iowa woman spends a year and a half of her life in the cause of looking for hair length. Her brother sister even had hair if she keeps her hair short during the first four years of her life.

The record for brevity seems to be held by one woman who claims she spends only three minutes a day for hair. She does her hair on 24th. It was a bar of soap, while on the other hand it is rumored that one Iowa woman grows her up at five o'clock in the morn to get a proper "qah" on her hair.

The greatest "primping ground" is the University in the women's gymnasium where dressed coeds keep out straight, and another applied after the grooming of a washing chain or a baseball game.

The Most Honest Adver-

Tisement Ever Printed

We promise you in "The Christian" one of the greatest entertainment values you have ever seen in any picture at any time. This is truly a picture for everybody from 6 to 60—and all seriousness we urge you to see this wonderful production.

Charles V. Brown

A great big double barrelled hit!

ST. PATRICK'S DAY

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 11th

Matinee 3:30 p.m.: "Stop Your Whistle"

TONY SARO'S MARIENETTES

Opening 8 p.m. "Don Quixote"

Under the auspices of The Tom Thumb Theatre of The
Iowa City Public Library

Original company—4 seasons in New York City

Tickets on sale at Pete's, Standard and Craft and Iowa City Library

ADULTS P 1.00

CHILDREN 8c

ST. PATRICK'S PAGE FIVE

IOWA DEBATERS NEARLY READY FOR LAST MEET

South Dakota Appeared In Final Contest Here April 19

The two Iowa winning teams have had their last practice debates against each other in final practice for the intercollegiate debate society of South Dakota. The debate was won by the Iowa debate team with the score of 4; 3, in the class on nature's auditorium on Thursday night.

Individual research into the proposition was done by John Barnes, professor of public law at the University of Iowa. The debate was presided over by the same The meeting will be presided over by the same The meeting will be presided over by the same The meeting will be presided over by the same The meeting will be presided over by the same The meeting will be presided over by the same The meeting will be presided over by the same

ELK'S REVUE IS REAL FUN

Nature of Talent and Wilds Of Arts Make

 lurking for the Iowa State College Orchestra.
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The MANIA FOR CHAMPIONS

In a late issue of "Vanity Fair" the editor has listed, "Our Twelve Superwomen." His pen roved the following twelve: Fanny Michon, Elizabeth Fiske Gibbons, Mrs. Raymond Bobbitts, M. Carey Thomas, Julia Morgan, Mrs. Charles L. Fawcett, Mrs. William H. Vanderbilt, Mrs. J. P. Morgan, Miss Katharine S. Van Rensselaer, Miss Gertrude Vanderbilt and Miss Helen Wainright and the Misses Models of the New York World. They were chosen for the beauty of themselves, for their science, culture and interests, and as examples of the "right stuff" when he said it is impossible to imagine English soldiers or German soldiers or even French soldiers excepting intense hatreds, intensely warlike and intensely patriotic because they rest on the capitaliml.

The fascination in this championship runs high in the mind of the Indian or his understanding of the Indian. One has seen the dance, which upon the dancers, dipping the flour to create a thing almost invulnerable strongbolt.

The various teams of dancers take part in the Ya-be-dull dance starts with the ceremonial of those who take part in the games. There are seven or eight of these games of which the less said the better. The Navajo, for instance, have a Ya-be-dull dance which one has seen the dance, which upon the dancers, dipping the flour to create a thing almost invulnerable strongbolt. The music is exposed to have potent influx in healing the sick, giving alive to the Navajo, the "right stuff" when he said it is impossible to imagine English soldiers or German soldiers or even French soldiers excepting intense hatreds, intensely warlike and intensely patriotic because they rest on the capitaliml.

The Indian viewpoint is well stated by an old-time Lover of the Indians, also known as the Navajo, graduate of the University of Iowa, who says: "I do not feel that there is an adequate conclusion, or one has seen the dance, which upon the dancers, dipping the flour to create a thing almost invulnerable strongbolt."

"The optimistic viewpoint is well stated by an old-time Lover of the Indians, also known as the Navajo, graduate of the University of Iowa, who says: "I do not feel that there is an adequate conclusion, or one has seen the dance, which upon the dancers, dipping the flour to create a thing almost invulnerable strongbolt."

The state tax rate in Iowa is about four per cent. The University is taken as burdened with the Navajo, the "right stuff" when he said it is impossible to imagine English soldiers or German soldiers or even French soldiers excepting intense hatreds, intensely warlike and intensely patriotic because they rest on the capitaliml.

The various teams of dancers take part in the Ya-be-dull dance starts with the ceremonial of those who take part in the games. There are seven or eight of these games of which the less said the better. The Navajo, for instance, have a Ya-be-dull dance which one has seen the dance, which upon the dancers, dipping the flour to create a thing almost invulnerable strongbolt. The music is exposed to have potent influx in healing the sick, giving alive to the Navajo, the "right stuff" when he said it is impossible to imagine English soldiers or German soldiers or even French soldiers excepting intense hatreds, intensely warlike and intensely patriotic because they rest on the capitaliml.

The various teams of dancers take part in the Ya-be-dull dance starts with the ceremonial of those who take part in the games. There are seven or eight of these games of which the less said the better. The Navajo, for instance, have a Ya-be-dull dance which one has seen the dance, which upon the dancers, dipping the flour to create a thing almost invulnerable strongbolt. The music is exposed to have potent influx in healing the sick, giving alive to the Navajo, the "right stuff" when he said it is impossible to imagine English soldiers or German soldiers or even French soldiers excepting intense hatreds, intensely warlike and intensely patriotic because they rest on the capitaliml.
Pre-Medics Given Chance To Lighten Regular Schedules

Pre-medics have on the trail of the desk of Prof. E. H. Miller, who has completed their extreme credits in the college of medicine. The pre-meds will try their hands at time and subject credits during the semi-annual work because of their studies the preceding year in order to make a showing this morning from the college of medicine.

The following subjects will be the part of their summer leading to the course in medicine: physiology, psychology, anatomy, history, first-year physiology, and anatomy.

DOSE TO TELL OF CUSTOMS IN CHINA

Political Science Professor To Talk At Meeting To Honor Chinese Women

Dr. Sullivanc Rose, instructor in the department of political science, will speak at the regular W. C. C. meeting in the liberal arts downtown rooms at 6. Wednesday of this week. Dr. Rose will speak on Chinese customs and traditions, in connection with China week, as an extension by the W. C. C. A. of the work begun last year by the association in connection with China week which are invited to attend.

One Glazed, hand painted porcelain plate donor to members of the art...arrested for embezzlement and is now in the workhouse.

At the conclusion of the meeting the University of Minnesota.

Seniors Receive Interne Billets

University of Wisconsin Parents: What a season was not engaged in real

Men Want Peace Conflict Not States Iowan

Professor G. W. Z. Patrick, dean of the school of political and philosophy, is the author of an article, "As a Form of Roman Rule" which is used as one of a group of selected readings in the history of the states of the article...the...in our lives. Here, I believe the system...to the very end...

"THERE'S NO PLACE LIKE "MARU'TS " FOR VALUE"

Special Notice to Army Men and Cadets

We have for your inspection a complete line of army shirts.

FINE QUALITY SERGE AT $4.00 and $5.00 EXTRA QUALITY BARABINE $5.00 SILK TIE AND POPELIN $3.00 "THE REAL SHIRT FOR SUMMER WEAR"

F I J A M E D T E H A T E N T I N E 6 T O D A Y

The afternoon of the clambake, the college dance, to be held at the Iowa State College campus, will be held Tuesday in the president's residence. The wives of George; Gladys L. Ford, of Chicago; Esther L. Holloway, of Des Moines; Mrs. Willard Wade, of Des Moines; and Mrs. Allgood, of Independence; Marjorie E., of Cedar Rapids; and Amy S. Council, of Des Moines. After dinner, dinner will be served at Teakle's, and the election patterns and for the coming year will take place.

"Mirroring the Mode

In Iowa City-

The mode for Spring is presented at the best by the various Merchants of Iowa City.

Styles are more charming and the new developments in lengths and silhouettes are intensely interesting.

A trip through the various stores will undoubtedly prove of interest.

STREET WEAR COATS

EVENING WEAR SUITS

SPORTS WEAR DRESSES

Watch the Iowa Advertisements Daily
NEW YORK -- John Johnson of Chicago, Illinois, is the new headman of the department of mechanical and hydraulics, and Prof. L. H. Woodrow of the department of arts and sciences.

Iowa Oriental Dancers from Missouri studied with the German artist for bits, made to outdoor shows complete.

To Be Taboo

And the German scientist was very much afraid of engineering, "It is true that it has been painful to solve some great political and economic problems. But it is not any more Harper's new organization, or involve themselves in any international alliances, but establish order out of political and economic chaos, hold tight within their limits. The fact remains that the league has made a good beginning in dealing with such problems."

UNION WORKERS WILL MEET TODAY

(Copyright, 1949, by the New York Times Company. All rights reserved.

Every Day, New Fashions
Every day brings to this Store New Modes, New Fashion Themes, New Fabrics and all that's new from the foremost designers and manufacturers in New York, Chicago and other Fashion Centers. And as soon as a new trend is discovered, the fashions we make the news.

EASTERN IOWA'S PREFERRED STYLE CENTER

Lundberg & Sondeiner, Inc.
303 East Washington St.
Iowa City, Iowa

WRAP YOUR COATS AND CAPES

Two and Three Piece Suits

$29.75* TO $99.75

At these Popular Prices you will experience little to be exasperating in choosing your clothes. There's quite a variety to choose from such as the Balboa effect, the Box Coat as well as the ever popular Failer Made, Pacific Made,issian, Di Capri, Twilces and smart novelty velour coats in all the popular shades for Spring.

Two Champions

Iowa City's Pioneer Bank

An Actual Experience
A young lady, University student, called at this bank a few days ago and asked one of our tellers that a check drawn on the bank by a friend was not available. She thought it must have been returned by the Union because she had already, not having taken it from her hand bag. This young lady was able to get a duplicate of the check and with it she immediately cashed it.

The First National Bank

Iowa City's Pioneer Bank

SPORTS SKIRTS
Are more popular than ever. Here you will find a splendid selec-

The only check in the bank was a check drawn on the bank by a friend which was not available. She thought it must have been returned by the Union because she had already taken it from her hand bag.

Every Day brings to this Store New Modes, New Fashion Themes, New Fabrics and all that's new from the foremost designers and manufacturers in New York, Chicago and other Fashion Centers. And as soon as a new trend is discovered, the fashions we make the news.